Discrimination of speech and of complex nonspeech sounds of different temporal structure in the left and right cerebral hemispheres.
The key question in understanding the nature of speech perception is whether the human brain has unique speech-specific mechanisms or treats all sounds equally. We assessed possible differences between the processing of speech and complex nonspeech sounds in the two cerebral hemispheres by measuring the magnetic equivalent of the mismatch negativity, the brain's automatic change-detection response, which was elicited by speech sounds and by similarly complex nonspeech sounds with either fast or slow acoustic transitions. Our results suggest that the right hemisphere is predominant in the perception of slow acoustic transitions, whereas neither hemisphere clearly dominates the discrimination of nonspeech sounds with fast acoustic transitions. In contrast, the perception of speech stimuli with similarly rapid acoustic transitions was dominated by the left hemisphere, which may be explained by the presence of acoustic templates (long-term memory traces) for speech sounds formed in this hemisphere.